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"CAP's announcement is a positive step towards clamping down on what have to date been theoretical speed
claims that are at best optimistic and in most cases completely unrealistic. Historically broadband
speeds (http://www.broadbandchoices.co.uk/broadband-speed-in-my-area.html) have been a major bone of
contention for consumers - in our customer complaints survey, 77% of broadband customers cited poor
speed/performance of internet connection as a reason that their broadband provider had failed to live up
to their expectations.
"Setting the advertised maximum speed at a figure that at least 10% of customers can actually achieve
looks good at first glance – but it's cold comfort for the other 90% of customers that can't receive
that speed.
"It will be interesting to see what messaging providers opt for. Given Ofcom's recent broadband speed
report findings, we would expect to see most providers having to advertise their current up to 20/24Mb
speeds as up to 12Mb – a significant drop to current figures.
"It's crucial that CAP ensures that any caveats or terminology used by advertisers are simple to
understand – contention ratios and signal attenuation will mean nothing to my mother when she's
considering switching services.
"BT Infinity, together with Virgin Media's fibre optic service, will clearly be least affected by today's
announcement given that these services actually live up to the advertised messages.
"Ensuring that providers have to be more open about what "unlimited" really means is crucial. Our
research revealed that 90% of broadband customers believe it is unfair to advertise a package as having
'unlimited downloads' if in reality it is not truly unlimited."
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Broadbandchoices.co.uk (http://www.broadbandchoices.co.uk/) was launched in 2005 and is the UK's leading
Ofcom accredited broadband comparison calculator.
We offer comprehensive and impartial advice on broadband, mobile broadband and bundled packages
(broadband with home phone and digital TV) saving our users over £200 when they switch.
The Broadbandchoices.co.uk calculator compares thousands of different combinations of packages and
provides results in a clear, intuitive table where users can rank and compare services according to their
individual needs.
Broadbandchoices.co.uk powers over 20 leading comparison services including Confused.com,
Comparethemarket.com and GoCompare.com.
Broadbandchoices.co.uk – working hard to save you money
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